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The Internet technology continues to develop,at the same time, the problem of 
information security becomes more important. Encryption technology is getting more 
and more attention which is used to ensure that an important means of information 
security.The steganography technology because of its particularity is important. The 
steganography technology is fairly important owing to its particularity. Then people 
began to research on the steganalysis Technology. It used to prevent the transmission 
of harmful information bring losses to the country and people. It has Practical 
significance. In this paper, the main research is based on JPEG image blind 
steganalysis technique. 
This paper concentrates on the universal blind detection in digital image 
steganography based on DCT domain Partition. First, do a simple overview of 
steganography and steganalysis system. This paper is aimed at the frequency domain 
steganography algorithm. Take the image preprocessing based on domain partition, it 
includes our forks tree segmentation and block classification of image. And then the 
similar image blocks as a kind of sub image. Then the classic feature extraction  of 
steganography algorithm was analyzed and reviewed. On this basis, A method of 
feature calibration based on sub-pixel translation is proposed. Compare with classical 
calibration method by contrast experiment, the results show that the characteristics of 
the calibration method proposed in this paper can effectively improve the 
discrimination features. In order to improve the detection effect of steganalysis 
algorithm,this article take the features in DCT domain from the sub image and get the 
feature set by weighted averaging method. The method can distinguish the part of 
image which has complicated texture and is sensitive to embedding information and 
the part of image with flat texture. So we should take more feture from complicated 
texture part in order to improve the discrimination of features. Finally, training feature 
vector by the BP neural network classifier.A large number of simulation experiments 
in binary classification of single algorithm, binary classification of mixed algorithm 
show that the proposed algorithm in this paper get a great binary classification results, 
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